
in the United States. There are an addi-
tional 16,000 airstrips, heliports, seaplane 
bases and miscellaneous landing facilities. 
Many of these general aviation airports 
host a flight school or two. Anybody can 
walk into one of these flight schools and 
begin training, from zero hours all the way 
to commercial ratings and beyond.

There are advantages to each. Flight 
train ing is expensive (costs approaching 
$80,000 for all ratings necessary to fly for 
regional airlines), and different options 
offer different costs and benefits, along 
with downsides. For example, the mili-
tary route won’t cost you anything, and the 
quality of training is literally worth mil-
lions of dollars. But, there’s a 10-year ser-
vice commitment in the Air Force, as well 
as constant relocation. 

Academies will train you quickly, but 
four-year aviation universities like Embry-

Riddle could cost you $200,000 or more 
over four years. Meanwhile, local FBOs 
could save you money and let you proceed 
at a relaxed pace, but you may be wres-
tling with maintenance delays or changing 
instructors frequently (instructor turnover 
at FBOs can sometimes be high). There’s 
no right path to the cockpit. In aviation, 
everybody’s journey is different.

Modern Flight Training  
Vs. Yesteryear
Anybody considering flight training  
wonders what that training is like. 
Thousands of YouTube channels have 
sprung up documenting individuals’  
progress through “typical” flight train-
ing, and they’re a good firsthand view of  
what to expect. Modern technology has 
brought big changes to flight training, and 
if you think you knew what it was like 

before, you may want to look again.
Today’s fleet of trainers has moved far 

beyond Cessna 152s, 172s and Piper Cubs. 
Though you can still find those, today’s 
flight school is more likely to have a slew 
of light-sport aircraft (LSA). These are 
lightweight, fun and only carry two people. 
They typically rent for around $100/hour 
and represent a good bargain for students. 
They’re easy on fuel, and are maneuverable 
and easy to maintain.

Many trainers today have glass cock-
pits, meaning the old, round-dial instru-
ments have been replaced by large LCD 
or LED displays that look like computer 
monitors and present comprehensive 
information to the pilot—rivaling what 
was available on airliners just a decade 
ago. Students learn to monitor and run 
these systems, and how to deal with vast 
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 Private Pilot Sport Pilot
Minimum training time 40 hours 20 hours

National average hours to earn 70 30

Typical cost $10,000-$14,000 $3,500-$6,000

Language requirement Be able to speak, read, write and 
understand English

Be able to speak, read, write and  
understand English

Fly at night Yes No

Maximum passengers (in addition to pilot) No limit (Limited by aircraft capacity) 1

Requires FAA medical certificate? Yes—3rd class No—a U.S. driver’s license is enough

Maximum aircraft weight 12,500 lbs. 1,320 lbs. and maximum of two seats

Maximum speed No limit 138 mph

Complex airspace limitations Can fly in Class B, C, D airspace Cannot fly in class B, C or D without a written 
endorsement and additional training 

Altitude restriction None (automatically excluded from Class 
A airspace)

10,000 feet (or 2,500 feet AGL in mountainous 
terrain higher than 10,000 feet)

Minimum age to earn certificate 17 17

Minimum age to solo 16 16

Written test required Yes Yes

Flight (practical) test required Yes Yes

Eligible for advanced ratings Yes (such as Commercial) No

Type of aircraft Any Aircraft must meet LSA requirements

Can fly outside the continental U.S. Yes No, except for The Bahamas

The sport-pilot certificate was created to bring more people 
into aviation. Though it has some restrictions, the truth is 

it’s the perfect way to get into flying, especially if becoming a 
commercial pilot isn’t in your list of goals. The sport certificate 
was created for people who just want to fly for the thrill, beauty 

and experience. Meanwhile, The private pilot certificate remains 
the “gateway” certificate for all other ratings. It’s a must if flying 
might be your career. The private certificate allows you to carry 
more than one passenger and fly at night, in complex airspace 
and in heavier aircraft.

CoMPariSon oF PiloT CerTiFiCaTeS

(to page 44) 
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